Paris To Pittsburgh.
The Paris Agreement is an agreement within the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, dealing
with greenhouse-gas-emissions mitigation, adaptation, and
finance, signed in 2016. --Wikipedia
Signatories: 195
Effective: 4 November 2016
Signed: 22 April 2016
Drafted: 30 November – 12 December 2015 in Le Bourget,
France
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Why Oregon needs ambitious Emission Reduction/Decarbonization Requirements and why HB 2020 was a right
start.
In Oregon the current, ongoing financial cost of temperature-driven climate damage on our natural resources, economy and health is $6
Billion every year. More fires on our mountains and deadly algae in our lakes and streams. More crop damage hurting farms in rural
Oregon, smoke ruining the Shakespeare Festival and dependent economy in Ashland, fishing industries redefining sustainable yields.
Rising temperatures and pollution increasing asthma all over our state. These are local effects of broad ranging pollution from all over the
planet - on our state. They already cost us a lot of money, and the damage to our beautiful state, our family’s livelihoods, and our health is
real and unmeasurable.
Because of historical racism and systemic economic and environmental injustice, we know Oregon’s tribes, communities of color and
economically disadvantaged are hurt first and worst by toxics, pollution and rising temperatures. The development of HB2020 centered
planning for a Just Transition as we move from an extractive economy that benefits the few to a new economy that is regenerative,
sustainable and works for all people.

Understanding CO2
What is this world-wide pollution problem? What are our choices for dealing with it?
For most of a million years.The global temperature has been regulated in a very narrow range (less than 1 degree C) by the variation of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and a few other “greenhouse gases” (methane, nitrous oxide) in the atmosphere. This is depicted graphically:
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The red spike on the end is what humans have done to the CO2 levels in the last 150 years.
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This is a detail of the red portion of previous image of CO2 levels the last 169 years since 1850. This is measured in (ppm) parts per
million – a measure of small levels (concentrations) of pollutants in air, water, etc.
Today this red surge in C02 is responsible for melting most of our ice over all the planet. Arctic Ice, Greenland Ice, Glacier Park
Ice, Rocky Mountain Ice, Swiss Alps Ice, Himalayas Ice, Ice in the Andes. Ice in New Zealand, Ice in Africa, Ice in Antarctica.
Within the next few decades only a few places on the earth will have year-round ice. Antarctica and Greenland will be the major ones.
That will mean that most rivers will run dry for large parts of the year. Maintaining drinking water and irrigation water will become
quite difficult in many places. Only the most amazing efforts will prevent the warming and ice melt from today going forward.

We Oregonians Start our work Here in Oregon but We depend on the rest of the world to start, too!
In Oregon the $6B cost of climate damage increases every year. To do nothing will cause this to grow a lot, every year. To have
the combined world make a major effort will still allow the damage to grow for some time, but much less than it otherwise would.

http://oregon-stream-protection-coalition.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/climate-costs-natural-reource-economics.pdf
http://esf-oregon.org/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=pdf:climate-costs-natural-reource-economics.pdf Local copy
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The Global Picture:
To picture where the damage is coming from, this chart will perhaps help. The small print caption says “China, the US, Europe and
India continue to be the world’s top emitters in 2014, amounting to 59% of global emissions.” High emissions levels are still coming from
coal.
On the left are the sources of emissions. In the middle, they are associated with continents. On the right they are associated with
countries. You might notice that even if you diminish sources from the US and China, remaining emissions stem from the many, many
other countries. And, if you consider US state emissions, most of those states would make small contributions of similar magnitude to
many of the countries listed.
Graphic: http://lscedatavisgroup.github.io/CO2emission
s/
Note that it will take massive
effort and coordination to get a
major change in emissions from
all those countries in only a few
years!
Repeated arguments that the HB
2020 Cap and Invest Bill attempted
to saddle rural Oregonians with the
cost of countering all global
emissions is impossible to explain
from this graphic, but some of our
elected officials were inexplicably
provoked to become political
refugees nonetheless.
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The case of India is instructive.
Population 1 billion. The Himalayan Mountains serve as the main watershed for India. This natural resource of ice runoff is in decline
and may no longer support India’s needs in 20 years.
https://www.classiciasacademy.com/blog/himalayas-glaciers-are-facing-the-threat-of-ice-melt/
India’s northern neighbor China seems to be the dominant emitter of greenhouse gases on the planet. The emissions from China alone
pose a threat to the longevity of the Himalayan watershed.
A simple diagram depicts these apparent physical cause and effect relationships determining India’s future.
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The Situation for Oregon:
Similarly, China plus world
dominates Oregon’s climate
damage. Would the annual damage
to Oregon be lessened if Oregon
achieved zero emissions? Not much
without global cooperation.
Oregon’s cap and invest bill would
begin Oregonians efforts to
dramatically reduce emissions as
part of a Just Transition and achieve
what the rest of the world hopes
China will achieve, while protecting
our natural resources and recovering
what’s possible.

The Need for Parallel Activities
Note that there are about 175
countries in the Paris Accord.
Most of those are about the
economic size of Oregon or
Washington. In India and Australia
climate is most clearly seen at the
state level. India has 20 states.
Australia has 8 states. Maybe
China is now the largest country
with somewhat centralized control
of climate policy.
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Generally speaking, to save life on this planet as we know it, we need most of the approximately 200 states of the world to each
make a commitment to decarbonization at about the same scaled size as Oregon with the goal of eliminating half of our carbon
fuel use by 2030. That slows the CO2 ppm increase in the atmosphere, which is at about 417 ppm, and needs to be returned to about 280
ppm, as soon as possible.
The fact that a very basic misunderstanding of who is doing whose share caused a handful of politicians to crowbar Oregon’s attempt to
do our share to decarbonize at this late date is very distressing.

Drawdown/Sequestration and Climate Uncertainty
Bringing the CO2 down from 417 ppm to 280 ppm is the problem of “drawdown” meaning sequestration, or the removal and storage of
carbon from the atmosphere. The primary way CO2 leaves the air is in the service of photosynthesis where plants use the energy of the
sun to combine CO2, water, and minerals to make life products like wood, leaves, fruit, etc. We can consider carbon sequestered when it
is contained in long-lived organic form. Trees, plants, and their root systems on land. Things like kelp forests and plankton in the water
sequester, too.
While HB 2020 had a carbon market that could fund drawdown projects in Oregon, that wasn’t its first task. Starting activity in that
direction is important just to get our minds going in the right direction. Our agriculture and forestry practices need to change and that will
take experiment, research, and subsidy. Some of that subsidy can come from the justice funds in HB 2020, as frontline communities
develop economic and environmental plans.
Oregonians should understand risks and issues around agriculture and climate. Climate is rapidly advancing into new patterns. We don’t
fully understand them. A key piece of the change comes from the absence of ice in the Arctic Ocean. We are starting to see much blue
water over the summer, and that will become zero-ice for full summers in about 3 years. Before 2030, we can expect full-year blue water
in the Arctic. The weather that sends swirls of jet stream to cause major heat events this summer in Europe and flooding in the Plains
states of The Dakotas, Minnesota, Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri is a repeat of those swirls we’ve now seen several times. It comes from
Blue Arctic Water. We will feel these changes here.
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Oregon Natural Resources in Jeopardy
Fisheries are damaged by overly hot water from land and sea, crops and forests by high temps and drought or flood, public health by
declining environment. We know that the root cause is carbon pollution. Point sources in Oregon (industry, traffic, utilities) are not the
dominant cause. Pollution on a world-wide scale visits damage to Oregon natural resources: China, India, US, many others.
Normal ppm of CO2 before the industrial revolution was 280 ppm, currently we have reached 415 ppm. Current solutions are having no
effect on CO2 ppm. Carbon capture as proposed by the fossil fuel industry does not work. It separates, but doesn’t store. Green energy
development – while essential – is not slowing fossil fuel growth down. Fossil Fuel giants fight to grow their market. The solution must
be that they shrink and do so rapidly. “There oughta be a law.”
Last chance targets have been defined for avoiding tipping points:
 50% decarbonization (emission rate reduction) by 2030 to slow increased ppm. Original Paris Accord goals are now
insufficient. They were expected to be insufficient in 2015, as was widely reported. The goal was to increase ambition as
countries gained experience that decarbonization was not killing their economies.
 100% decarbonization by 2050.
 Organic Sequestration to actually reduce ppm
Oregon HB 2020A 2019 proposed action to decarbonize the state economy only in proportion to carbon emissions within state
boundaries. Most of the rest depends on the other 200 states doing the same. We do our share, they each do theirs.
Opposition politicians objected to the bill on the grounds that Oregon’s rural residents should not carry the brunt of
decarbonizing the planet, which they mistakenly perceived as the goal, somehow. Note that we have shown that Oregon only takes on
decarbonizing it’s corner of the world, and only the local expenses of that.
Until we put HB 2020 or a replacement into law, we will not have stepped up to the plate on doing our share of emissions reduction.
Our doing our local share of decarbonization is a request to the rest of the world to do the same.
The jeopardy to Oregon’s economic and environmental resources stems from CO2 ppm resulting from global and local economic
decisions controlled largely by business interests. Some of these business and political entities are still devoted to the dangerously
damaging status quo.
In the context of current “business as usual”, a quote from the UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change):
“Fossil fuels kill more people every year than wars, murders, and traffic”. That’s now. If we don’t do something, it will get worse.
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Action That Can and Must Be Taken
Some agreement is needed to allow Oregon to go forward.
It is well known that Cap and Trade law such as HB 2020 gets along with robust economic activity. The failed bill offered a
market-based opportunity to conserve that part of global natural resources within Oregon boarders by managing in-state emissions.
Oregon does not have the power to reduce world emissions except by multilateral participation with the rest of the world.
In-state and out-of-state investors poured money into the legislature to intercept Oregon’s best efforts to demonstrate to the rest of the
planet what can work for humanity as they mindlessly ran out the clock. We need to understand the real nature of the proposal, which is
to be one of 200 participants in bringing carbon pollution under control.
This should no longer be a partisan debate but rather a life and death struggle for a sustainable economy. It’s time for Oregon –
including Oregon’s Best Republicans to support a vision for resource conservation that meets the time-critical goals set by best science.
What other opportunities do Oregonians have to marshal their own future? See the Appendix for information on how our knowledge of
climate science directions can lead us to take care of our local natural resources better in the context of restoring the world to preindustrial normality.
Human life is at risk. Oregon’s natural resources are at risk. Oregon’s economy is at risk. Frontline communities are being
harmed the most and worst.
In 1988 Dr. Jim Hansen informed the Congress that we needed to decarbonize from that time forward. Instead, we have continued to
ignore his important message for over 30 years. We have run out of time, and that is a strong indication; “There ought ta be a law.” Since
there is no evidence that polluters will voluntarily cut emissions, in order to act on the recognition that our only planet available is being
destroyed, we must take legislative action.

Some action like HB 2020 needs to quickly start decarbonizing Oregon.
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Appendices on opportunities and risks.
Reforestation Needs:
(These animated GIFs are also hosted online and clicking on the image should bring them up for animation in the browser.)
Deforestation in Lincoln County, Oregon from 2000 to 2016
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Deforestation Waldport to Corvalis 1998 to 2018:

The point of showing Oregon deforestation is to indicate that we have an opportunity to do regenerative planting of forests.
We certainly also have the opportunity to do regenerative planting of cropland and grassland. Part of preventing drought is to
have good ground cover. We would achieve greatly improved rainfall if our forest cover was what it used to be. Forests enable
precipitation.
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Any regenerative planting will produce sequestration/drawdown of CO2. The more the world can do that, the better. It is
useful, only if it is alive for long periods of time, and gets promply replaced when harvested. We happen to have some good
opportunity to contribute.
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An example of expected climate change during the next decade:
Surprisingly fast ice melt in the Arctic is bringing promising new threats to worry about. There is a jet stream that we have to better
understand. For hundreds of years it was fairly stable. But,
as the planet warmed, it has become less stable. The first
thing the weathermen noticed was that the jet stream was
wandering in ways it hadn’t before, and we started hearing
about the “Polar Vortex”. The jet stream has always run at
the boundary between cold arctic air and the more moderate
air on the south side of the jet stream. This allowed the
arctic to stay noticeably colder than the temperate zone.
When the ice melted sufficiently, the difference between hot
and cold wasn’t as pronounced, and the jet stream started to
wander. Along with it, the cold arctic air would wander.
Occasionally, an arctic blast came down into the United
States all the way to Florida and freeze oranges on the trees.
But until we started losing so much ice that the ships could
get across the arctic ocean in the summer, we didn’t
understand where this was headed.
Image: PaulHorn/InsideClimateNews
https://insideclimatenews.org/content/infographic-polarvortex-jet-stream-explained
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If you look down over the North Pole, the jet stream rotates counter-clockwise. As shown, here it gets more and more wobbly as there is
less ice.

Eventually, the wobbliness has hit patterns we are starting to recognize.
As it gets wavy, it can be quite unstable.
Paul Beckwith is an extremely knowledgeable climate system scientist who
has a YouTube channel on which he explains this particular issue amongst
many others. This video clip taken from his series talks specifically about the
heat wave that clobbered Europe in June of 2019.
Click Here or the single frame image below to bring up a clip from Paul
Beckwith. In this clip, there will be a pattern of red and blue revolving around
the north pole. Each red part is a high pressure area with warm winds moving
north. Each blue part is a low pressure area where cool wet winds move to the
south.
At first these blobs rotate counter-clockwise in an uncertain fashion. After a
while, they get stuck with a red area over Europe. (The sticking pattern seems
to respond to Greenland having remaining major ice.)
In this situation from June 2019, the red area actually extends from the Sahara Desert, across the Mediterranean Sea all the
way across Europe to the North Sea. This brought near-Sahara temperatures to much of Europe, and caused business closures,
and emergency procedures to protect
people without air
conditioning.
1. This kind of stuck jet stream has
become expected.

happened frequently enough to

2. This pattern has appeared only when
Arctic.

there is some blue water in the

3. Within 3 years we will have major
summer months.

blue water in the Arctic for the
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4. By 2030 we will have blue water in the Arctic all year around.
5. We are certain that new jet stream behavior will be seen as a result.
6. One possibility is that it will produce stuck waves that rarely move, giving us stuck alternations of hot zones and cold zones around
the Northern Hemisphere.
7.

Emergency Decarbonization and Emergency Drawdown could possibly avoid some of the effects. New, stronger
decarbonization legislation should respond to this need.

8.

Do we want stuck hot or cold zones over Oregon? Cold ones are wet, and produced flooding at the Plains States in the spring of
2019.
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